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Introduction

Why do we need database?

1.  We can guess the structure 
faster and more correctly.

Strong demand from 
beginners and non-
professionals

2.  To create a new concept. 

3.  AI and DEEP LEARNING

will give us directly the 
structure  from the spectra 
based on database in near 
future. 

Data-driven analysis
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Database URL Features
F.W. Lytle 
database

http://ixs.iit.edu/database/ Text format with periodic table interface
All data obtained by F.W. Lytle 
19,307 records covering 74 elements 

CARS http://cars.uchicago.edu/
xaslib/search

Text (XDI) format with periodic table interface and 
graphical output of spectra (Newville et al., 2015)
171 records covering 13 elements 
Measured at the Advanced Photon Source, SSRL, and 
National Synchrotron Light Source
Includes suites (tagging-related spectra) and user ratings

SPring-8 BL14 https://sp8dr.spring8.or.jp/
portal/dspace

Only available to SPring-8 users
725 records 
Compressed text file (ZIP) format with metadata that 
contains vendor and lot number

European 
Synchrotron 
Radiation 
Facility, ID21 
group

http://www.esrf.eu/home/
UsersAndScience

/Experiments/XNP/ID21/ 
php.html

Sulphur database
41 (inorganic) and 26 (organic) records for S compounds 
Graphical output, but text format is available
User name is included

Hokkaido 
University ICAT 
and JXS

https://www.cat.hokudai.ac. 
jp/catdb/index.php? 
action=xafs_login_form& 
opnid=2

209 records and 24 elements
Text format with metadata 
Includes user name, beam line, and facility 
Open access, but data uploading is restricted to users with 
ID and password 
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XAFS database in Japan

History

Catalysis Research Center(now ICAT) started to build the database of XAFS 
for future usage of data science in 2011,  collaborating with XAFS Society 
of Japan(XSJ) .

System

Web is prepared by ICAT and XSJ members upload their data.   

Fundamental principles

• Volunteer base = anyone who is registered can deposit his/her data .

• Open database = anyone in the world can see and use it with citation.

• Low cost = no one manage the data because of no budget.

• Simple dataset =text base.  Only energy and mt of raw spectrum.

• Compatibility = Foil data simultaneously measured should be deposited.

• Target = Mainly standard compounds.  But some repository for the 
published data.    

• Guarantee  for accuracy = majority rule.  We allowed the many data 
depositions of the same samples.
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Majority rule = basic idea of the XAFS Database in XSJ
Quantity overcomes quality

If we have 60 data with  same 
quality(S/N ratio) of the same 
standard compounds 

59 data sets are the same spectra 
and one is different from the 
other.  The one should be 
rejected.   

It requires number of data of the 
same compounds
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This one should be wrong.

In the future, evaluation system is included 
and automatically remove the wrong data

Minor but important 
data are destroyed

New phase with the same 
composition such as 
anatase and rutile for TiO2 

Detail description is 
required



Inside database 
6https://www.cat.hokudai.ac.jp/catdb/inde

x.php?action=xafs_login_form&opnid=2

Search

ClickDownload



Downloaded data



Databse
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Direct download from the original data(9801 format )



Manual input
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Header area

Data area

Minimum



Web site and how to 
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Downloaded data



What are the problems?

• Now Dec 31 2018.   We have 222 datasets 
uploaded.     
– Too small and too biased.   

– Duplication and multiplication must be necessary.

• Autodepository system and agreement of data owner.

• Sample name and data file rule which is 
internationally available should be decided unified 
for easy link to other Material data base. Not Local 
data file name but no universal 
one.(something like Data DIGITAL INDEX)
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How to get more data  = automatic depository and 
open after publication with DIGITAL INDEX
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Data are automatically uploaded
to central computer and add their 
DIGITAL INDEX but strongly 
protected by PWD

Users can access the 
data with PWD



How to get more data  = automatic depository and 
open after publication with DIGITAL INDEX
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Data are automatically 
uploaded to central 
computer and add their 
DIGITAL INDEX but 
strongly protected by 
PWD

Users can 
access the data 
with PWD

Submission

Journals(publisher)



How to get more data  = automatic depository and 
open after publication with DIGITAL INDEX
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Data are automatically 
uploaded to central 
computer and add their 
DIGITAL INDEX but 
strongly protected by 
PWD

Users can 
access the data 
with PWD

Submission

Journals(publisher)
Open data requirement when the paper are accepted.

Open for public with DIGITAL INDEX.



But what format.

Any data are OK if it include the sample own name, 
sample chemical formula(phase）, Date, Facility 
name, and (E, mut).   We can make data convertor.  

File name is Facility-YDT(-ContactPersonName)

given automatically

For example.   PF_20170505235959_KiyotakaAsakura
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What next?

AI supported analysis or data driven analysis.   

Compare the data and give the conclusions.   

Send your sample to facility and get the structure. 

But the number of experiments are finite.   

We need more data.    
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Utilization

All data have data name 
and DIGITAL INDEX.   

All Data in the One
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IoT;Robotics

IoT;Robotics

Internet LaboNote
Metafile to connect all dataset.  

Crowd service

AI technology

All data should be deposited on crowd and linked

EXAFS, 
XRD,XPS,
and so on

Cite the data name or DATA DIGITAL INDEX.   
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